Efficient Acquisition of
Quality Borehole Seismic
The Versatile
Seismic Imager

Quality, flexibility and speed

Applications
■

The VSI* Versatile Seismic Imager
tool uses Q-Technology* single-sensor
seismic hardware and software and
advanced wireline telemetry for efficient data delivery from borehole
to the surface. A tool design that
focuses on data fidelity and quickly
adapts to changing survey needs
avoids the compromise in data quality
that often results from efficiency limitations. The result is sharper, more
accurate images and reduced operating logistics. These elements are
fundamental to addressing complex
surveys and cost-effectiveness and
to delivering timely answer products.
The operating efficiency of the
VSI tool is enhanced by

Integrated processing for
interpretation of boreholeand surface-seismic data

■

Images for reservoir definition

■

Images ahead of the bit

■

Three-dimensional (3D) vertical seismic profiles (VSPs)

■

Pore pressure predictions

■

Planning for placement
of future wells

■

Simultaneous surface- and
borehole-seismic recording
for high-definition images

Benefits
■

■

■

Wellsite delivery of answer
products for real-time
decisions
Schlumberger answer
products with high-fidelity
shear and compressional
wavefields

■

rapid mechanical deployment

■

very little time between stations

Features
Three-component (3C)
borehole-seismic data
acquisition

■

Small sensor package with
3C omnitilt geophone
accelerometers

■

Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
and tube wave rejection on
3C wavefields

■

Acoustically isolated sensor
package

■

Relative bearing measurement on each shuttle

■

Configuration using 1 to 20
shuttles

■

Shaker in each sensor package

■

Shuttle spacing adjustable
using standard logging cable

■

Integrated wellsite acquisition
software for quality control
(QC) and field processing

■

Combinable with most
wireline tools

■

Choice of tool conveyance

short shot-cycle time during
remote-source surveys
(walkaways, offset VSPs)

■

real-time data processing during
acquisition, ensuring delivery of
geophysical products when needed.

Noise reduction by design
The VSI downhole seismic sensor measures particle motion of the formation
at the wellbore. Positive anchoring of
the sensor, sensor package size and
acoustic isolation provide the primary
means for removing tool harmonic
noise and tube waves from the borehole-seismic band. Further innovation,
such as digitization close to the sensor
package, helps reduce signal distortion
for superior clarity in interpretation
answers. The VSI sensor package
contains three-axis omnitilt geophone

The VSI sensor package is decoupled from the main tool body, providing acoustic isolation and noise suppression.
The caliper, shown in the extended position, can be used in either openhole or cased wells.

Fast and efficient acquisition

■

■
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accelerometers with flat response from
3 to 200 Hz. These provide excellent
response within the borehole-seismic
band and help with problems such as
gimball lockup and the inconsistent
axes inherent in conventional geophones mounted on gimballs.

This WAVE QC plot shows excellent data fidelity.
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WAVE processing for QC
WAVE* field processing encompasses
wellsite acquisition, validation and
evaluation for borehole seismic. It sets
new standards in seismic processing
and knowledge management by enabling wellsite delivery of high-quality
data and answer products. It also
facilitates seamless sharing of data
for QC and processing without interrupting the acquisition process.
Advanced WAVE QC helps ensure
the quality of answer products, and it
optimizes workflow to shorten turnaround time. WAVE field processing
and Schlumberger BorSeis* processing center software share the same
algorithm, strengthening confidence
in using wellsite answers for crucial
decisions.
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WAVE field processing (right) compares very favorably with the final product from the
Schlumberger processing center (left). Field-processed stacks were only run through
the WAVE default zero-offset VSP flow. (Data courtesy of Norsk Hydro Norway.)

WAVE borehole seismic reports
A WAVE reporting module enables
generation of integrated high-quality
geophysical reports with embedded
QC plots. These reports are generated automatically during or after
acquisition and include
■

final geophysical report in any
standard printed format

■

VSP plot scaled to match any
surface seismic scale

■

ASCII or bitmap image of transit
times

■

SEG-Y format file and verification
listing

■

PDF or bitmap file of VSP wavefields or corridor stack

■

3C polarization and hodograms

■

full VSP processing.

The final geophysical report contains all survey-related information,
including acquisition geometry, timedepth plots, amplitude plots, raw and
processed wavefields, and general
QC plots.

The VSI tool is extremely flexible and is field configurable to meet the survey goals.
As many as 20 shuttles can be used to optimize the survey.

Telemetry

Gamma ray
tool

30.4 ft
[9.3 m]

20 shuttles
1022 ft
[311 m]

VSI cartridge

Sensor shuttle
with geophone
accelerometer

7.2 ft
[2.2 m]

Flexible
interconnecting
cable or stiff
bridle

Combinability

The processing flow of the WAVE interface is highly configurable.

The decoupled design of the VSI tool
enables use of long tool strings without acoustical degradation. As many
as 20 VSI tools can be combined to
obtain rapid, efficient multilevel
seismic surveys.
For positioning and correlation
measurements, the VSI tool can be
combined with a gamma ray tool for
accurate depth control, an inclinometry tool for spatial orientation, and
various other auxiliary sensor tools.
Combinability with other wireline
tools such as the MDT* Modular
Formation Dynamics Tester, DSI*
Dipole Shear Sonic Imager and
Platform Express* tools saves time
and reduces costs.

Conveyance
The VSI tool can be conveyed in
vertical wells using standard wireline
techniques.
In highly deviated wells, it can
be conveyed through drillpipe, with
assist from a tractor or using the TLC*
Tough Logging Conditions system.

The WAVE reporting module generates a display of the processed wavefield.

The VSI tool is conveyable through drillpipe, on drillpipe, on wireline and
using the TLC system.

Switch

Tension sub

Wet connect

Platform
Express
tool

MDT
sampling
module

Stiff bridle

VSI
tool

Data quality is monitored using acquisition QC and interactive data visualization, observer notes,
job summary and frequency analysis (shown from top to bottom).

VSI Tool Specifications
Max number of shuttles
Max temperature
Max pressure
Tool OD
Anchoring hole size
Intershuttle spacing
Sampling rate
Combinability
Cartridge length
Cartridge OD
Shuttle makeup length
Cartridge weight
Shuttle weight
Sensor package
Sensitivity
Natural frequency
Dynamic range
Distortion
Digitization
Length
Weight
Coupling force
Coupling force-to-sensor weight ratio
VSI sonde mechanical strength
Standard compressive
Standard tensile
VSI cartridge mechanical strength
Standard compressive
Standard tensile
Well deviation
Stiff bridle spacing
Stiff bridle OD
Stiff bridle mechanical strength
Standard compressive
Standard tensile

20
300°F [150°C]
20,000 psi [1360 bar], standard; 25,000 psi [1700 bar] for
high-pressure version
33⁄ 8 in. [85.7 mm] standard; 21⁄ 2 in. [63.5 mm] for slimhole version
3 1⁄ 2–22 in. [88.9–558.8 mm]
8–40 ft [2.5–20 m]
1, 2 and 4 ms
Gamma ray and casing collar locator, standard; all other wireline
tools by special switch
20.9 ft [6.37 m]
2 1⁄ 2 in. [63.5 mm]
6.4 ft [1.96 m]
190.8 lbm [86.5 kg]
70.6 lbm [32 kg]
Three omnitilt geophone accelerometers; one shaker
> 0.5 V/G ± 5%
20 Hz flat bandwidth in acceleration: 2–200 Hz
> 105 dB (at 36 dB gain)
< 0.15%
24-bit ADC
11.4 in. [290 mm]
6.4 lbm [2.9 kg]
63.9 ± 11.0 lbf [284.4 ± 49.0 N]
10:1
5,000 lbf [22,241.1 N] standard; 10,000 lbf [44,482.2 N]
with TLC stiffener
18,000 lbf [80,068 N]
10,000 lbf [44,482.2 N]
43,000 lbf [191,273.6 N]
No limitation
49.61 ft [15.12 m]
2 1⁄ 2 in. [63.5 mm]
8000 lbf [5585.8 N]
40,000 lbf [177,928.9 N]
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